We deal with quantum spaces of particular importance in physics, i.e., q-deformed Minkowski space and q-deformed Euclidean space in three and four dimensions. For all these cases representations of their covariant differential calculi have been worked out. The explicit formulae refer to left representations, as right representations can be easily deduced from left ones. We are going to show for all cases how this can be done. Additionally, the complete Hopf structures of all considered differential calculi are listed, from which the q-deformed versions of Leibniz rules can directly be obtained. † cbauer@ph.tum.de ‡
Introduction
One might say, the ideas of differential calculus are as old as physical science itself. Since its invention by J. Newton and G.W. Leibniz there hasn't been a necessity for an essential change. Although this can be seen as a great success one cannot ignore the fact that up to now physicists haven't been able to present a unified description of nature by using this traditional mathematical tool, i.e., a theory which does not lose its validity at any possible space-time distance. Quantum Spaces which are defined as co-module algebras of quantum groups and which can be interpreted as deformations of ordinary coordinate algebras [1] could provide a proper framework for developing a new kind of non-commutative analysis [3, 2] . For our purposes it is sufficient to consider a Quantum Space as an algebra of formal power series in the non-commuting coordinatesX 1 ,X 2 , . . . ,X n divided by the ideal I R of the defining relations:
The algebra A q satisfies the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt property, i.e., the dimension of the subspace spanned by monomials of a fixed degree is the same as for commuting coordinates. This is the reason why the monomials of normal orderingX
2 . . .X in n constitute a basis of A q . In particular we can establish a natural vector space isomorphism between A q and the commutative algebra A generated by ordinary coordinates x 1 , x 2 . . . , x n : This vector space isomorphism can be extended to an algebra isomorphism introducing a non-commutative product in A, the so-called ⋆-product [4, 5] . This product is defined by the relation
where f and g are formal power series in A. Let H be another algebra whose elements can act on A q then the formula
also gives an action of H on the commutative algebra A with the hatted objects living on the non-commutative space. Important examples for such algebras which can act on a Quantum Space are its symmetry algebra [6] and the algebra of its covariant differential calculus [7] . In [9] we have calculated the ⋆-product on Quantum Spaces which are of particular importance in physics, i.e., qdeformed Minkowski Space and q-deformed Euclidean Space in three and four dimensions. As a second step it is now our aim to present explicit formulae for the action of the partial derivatives on these spaces. In addition we have worked out representations of the generators of q-deformed Lorentz algebra and the algebra of q-deformed angular momentum in three and four dimensions. Expressions which show how the hermitian momentum generators act on arbitrary power series are summarised in appendix C. All explicit formulae belong to left representations, as every right representation can be constructed from a left one by applying some simple rules.
In appendix A we clarify the notation used in this article.
q-Deformed Euclidean Space in three dimensions
The q-deformed Euclidean Space in three dimensions is spanned by the non-commuting coordinates X + , X 3 , X − . Their commutation relations with the partial derivatives ∂ + , ∂ 3 , ∂ − can be written in the general form [10] ∂ A X B = g AB + (R −1 )
AB CD X C ∂ D , A, B, C, D = 3, ± (2.1)
whereR −1 denotes the inverse of the R-matrix of the quantum group SO q (3). Explicitly we have
2)
where l ± = q ± q −1 . On the q-deformed version of 3-dimensional Euclidean Space there exists a second covariant differential calculus. Its defining relations read
Written out, we get
4)
These relations yield a Hopf structure for the two sets of derivatives. Using the generators of angular momentum 1 L + , L − , τ
and the scaling operator L [10] one obtains in the first case for the co-product ∆, the antipode S and co-unit ε the following expressions:
In the second case the Hopf structure is given by 2) ⊲g) the Leibniz rules for products of arbitrary power series can be read off from the co-product ∆( 2) quite easily [12, 13, 14] . For applying this formula, however, it is necessary to know the representations of the generators L + , L − , τ − 1 2 and the scaling operator Λ, which can be computed from the commutation relations
11)
One has to keep attention on the different normalisation of the L A . Analogous to [11] we made the substitution
To calculate the explicit form of their action on the Quantum Space algebra we iterate the action of the generators on monomials of normal ordering (X + ) n + (X 3 ) n 3 (X − ) n − until all generators have moved to the right. With the relation T ⊲ 1 = ε(T ) and after a possible normal ordering the wanted representations follow immediately. Such calculations can also be found in [14] . Finally, the action of the generators L + , L − , τ
and the scaling operator L take the form 2
Similar expressions can be derived for the partial derivatives ∂ + , ∂ 3 , ∂ − with the end result
14)
In the case of the second differential calculus we get the representationŝ
15)
where we have introduced a new operator
All representations considered so far have been computed by moving the acting generators from the left side of a monomial to the right. These representations are thus called left representations. However, if we move the acting generators from the right side of a monomial to the left, right representations will consequently arise (see also appendix D). But these right representations can be read off from the left ones quite easily, as the following consideration points out. In fact, if one conjugates the commutation relations
Comparing withf∂ =f ⊳∂ +∂ f ⊳Ō (2. 19) we observe that conjugating a left representation of a generator leads to right representations of the conjugated generator, hence
From the conjugation properties [10]
one obtains the translation rules
where the symbol +↔− ←→ denotes that one can make a transition between the two expressions by applying the substitutions
The following shall serve as an example:
The right representations of the generators τ 3 and L are derived most easily from the identity
Finally, let us remark that due to the relation
again the co-product of the two differential calculi directly yields the Leibniz rules for right representations of the partial derivatives.
q-Deformed Euclidean Space in four dimensions
The 4-dimensional q-deformed Euclidean Space can be treated in very much the same way as the 3-dimensional case. For the relations between partial derivatives and coordinates we now have
where g ij denotes the 4-dimensional Euclidean Quantum Space metric andR the R-matrix of SO q (4). With the notation in [12] these relations read explicitly
In normal ordering (X 1 ) n 1 (X 2 ) n 2 (X 3 ) n 3 (X 4 ) n 4 these relations lead to left representations of the following form:
Accordingly, the representations of the partial derivatives ∂ i , i = 1, . . . , 4 can be written as
Finally, the representations of the second differential calculus are given bŷ
Using the conjugation properties [15]
where i = 1, 2, and taking the considerations mentioned in the last section we again find the translation rules
The symbol j↔j ′ ←→ now indicates that one can make a transition between the two expressions by the substitution
An example shall illustrate this:
Last but not least we have to deal on with to the representations of the diagonal generators K 1 , K 2 , L, which can can be derived from the identity (D.1) quite easily. Thus we have
From a physical point of view q-deformed Minkowski Space [16] , [21] , [17] 3 is the most interesting one of all considered cases, but technically it provides the most involved structure.
In addition a treatment is desirable which pays certain attention to the central time element X 0 [19] . The general form of the commutation relations between partial derivatives and space-time coordinates now reads [10]
where η AB denotes the metric andR II one of the two R-matrices of q-deformed Minkowski Space. For the sake of simplicity we introduce the light cone coordinateX 3 = X 3 − X 0 and its partial derivative∂ 3 = ∂ 3 − ∂ 0 . In terms of these quantities the above relations becomẽ
For the second differential calculus we have the relationŝ
which gives in a more explicit form
From these relations we again can deduce a Hopf structure [20] . In terms of Lorentz generators T + , T − , τ 3 , T 2 , S 1 , τ 1 and σ 2 and the scaling operator L the Hopf structure of the derivatives
3 ,
Similar expressions can be found for the second set of derivatives:
The Leibniz rules can be read off from the formulae for the co-product as usual, if one knows the representations of the given Lorentz generators and the scaling operator L. These representations, however, can be obtained from the commutation relations [21, 22 ]
12)
13)
Notice that in what follows the normal ordering for which our formulae shall work is indicated by the sequence of coordinates the given functions depend on. To keep the formulae more clear we leave out the indices of the abbreviated operators, even if we write them down in the listing. In this way and using the conventions of appendix A the representations of the Lorentz generators and the scaling operator L can be written down in the following form:
17)
where we have to substitute ℓ 0 = −(
Furthermore we have applied the abbreviations
The new derivative operators (
stand for polynomials of degree 2k, with their explicit form presented in appendix A.
In the case of the partial derivatives∂ 3 , ∂ + , ∂ 0 , ∂ − the representations are given bỹ
23)
where for the purpose of abbreviation we have set
Similarly the representations of the second set of partial derivatives can be written aŝ
33)
f ,
l+1,l+1 f ,
l+1,l+1 f .
i,j,u again denote polynomials of degree 2(k + l) with their explicit form given in appendix A. Formulae for calculating the new derivatives (
m,n can be found in appendix B.
By the conjugation properties [10, 20] X 0 = X 0 , X 3 = X 3 ,
and the method already mentioned in section 2 we get the following relationship between right and left representations
(4.42)
Once again the simplest way to determine the right representation of the remaining generators is described by the identity
With the Hopf structure of the Lorentz generators at hand [20] we end up with the expressions
Remarks
Let us end with a few comments on our representations. First of all, partial derivatives can be interpreted as objects generating translations in space and time. According to
their representations can be divided up into one part reducing to ordinary derivatives in the undeformed limit (q = 1) and a second part disappearing in that case. When the deformation parameter l is very small, the first expression (∂ A f ) 0 contributes. The existence of these corrections can be well understood, if someone assumes that non-commutativity results from a coupling of the different directions in space. Thus a flow of momentum in only one direction is in general not possible and the corrections should be responsible for this feature. Let us note so far that the situation in non-commutative spaces can be compared to that of solids. In fact, if such a solid state has to undergo a deformation in some direction, the other directions will also be influenced by it due to their coupling.
A Notation
1. Commutative coordinates are denoted by small letters (e.g. x + , x − , x 3 etc.), noncommutative coordinates in capitals (e.g. X + , X − , X 3 etc.).
2. In functions only such arguments are explicitly displayed which are effected by a scaling, e.g. we write
3. The Jackson derivative for the coordinate x A is defined by
where f may depend on all other coordinates x A as well.
Higher Jackson derivatives are obtained by applying the above operators
5. In general, arguments in brackets refer to the first object on the left. For instance, we have D
6. The symbol | x ′ →x applies to the whole expression on its left side reaching up to the next opening bracket or ± sign.
7. Calculations for q-deformed Minkowski Space show that it is clever to give the following repeatedly appearing polynomials a name of their own:
. . .
B New Jackson derivatives
In the calculations of q-deformed Minkowski Space there are some expressions appearing repeatedly, so it makes sense to introduce a shorthand notation:
where a i = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , l. Let us define an operation • by
leading to new expressions we shall denote from now on by
Furthermore these new objects show a number of simple properties, for instance, 1. binomial rule:
3. permutation rule:
where π is any permutation of the {1, . . . , l}.
Notice that the composition symbol • can also be applied in the following way:
These different rules can be verified easily by using the above definitions. Due to the permutation and contraction rule the given objects can be divided up into three categories:
n .
By repeated use of the recursion relation
the objects of the first category can be reduced to that of the second one, as one gets
,...,
Likewise, the objects of the second category are related to the simple expressions of the last category via the recursion relations
since their application leads to the formula
So far we can sum up that all considered objects (K a 1 ,...,a l )
are always reducible to binomials (K) (m) n . The meaning of this statement becomes clear as soon as one wants to introduce an operator acting on powers x n in the following way:
Using the above formulae these operators can be generalised in a very natural sense, since one can set
,
where a j = 1 ∀ j = 1, . . . , l − 1 .
From these formulae we immediately see that the derivative operators (D a 1 ,...,a l ) (k 1 ,...,k l ) are expressible by use of the simple operators (
∂x k only. In the case of q-deformed Minkowski Space we need in particular the operators
where
Note that these derivatives shall act on the coordinate x 3 only, as the upper index indicates.
C Representations of momentum generators
Recall that each of our quantum spaces is equipped with two different differential calculi. In all considered cases the partial derivatives of the two differential calculi can be combined to hermitian momentum generators [10, 15] . For q-deformed Euclidean Space in three dimensions they are defined to be
In addition to our previous results we shall also give representations of this momentum generators, with
where for the purpose of abbreviation we have introduced the operators
Now we pass on to the momentum generators of q-deformed Euclidean Space in four dimensions, which are defined by
Their representations compute to
It remains to treat the momentum generators of q-deformed Minkowski Space defined by
For their representations we find
where (Õ
2 ) k,l f = q −2(k+l+2) (Q 
D Relationship between right and left representations
Let H denote a Hopf algebra with its elements acting on another algebra A. Then each left representation can be got from a right one and vice versa, as the following identities indicate:
In fact, by means of the antipode S on H and its inverse S −1 each right representation can be expressed by a left representation and vice versa. As the antipode S has already been treated in all considered cases, we want to give explicit formulae of their inverse as well. Moreover, let us note that these expressions are also of particular importance from the point of view developed in [11] . If we assume that the set of operators {∂ µ } shall transform according to a left vector operator, then the antipode turns it into a right vector operator {S(∂ µ )}. In the same manner {S −1 (∂ µ )} transforms according to a right vector operator, if the set of operators {∂ µ } behave like a left vector operator.
For q-deformed Euclidean Space in three dimensions the inverse of the antipode turns out to be
3)
